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Local airports, airlines and utilities continue efforts 
to bolster Southern Nevada’s future fuel supplies 

 
LAS VEGAS -- The Clark County Department of Aviation, Southwest Airlines and the parent companies of Nevada Power 
and Las Vegas-based Allegiant Air have expressed written support for a proposed pipeline expansion that could 
substantially increase the amount of fuel products shipped daily into this community. 
 
Houston-based Kinder Morgan Energy Partners and its operating partner, Calnev Pipe Line, LLC, are seeking state and 
federal approval to expand their existing Calnev Pipeline system. The 233-mile-long, dual pipeline system brings nearly all 
of Southern Nevada’s motor vehicle and jet fuel here from ports and refineries in Southern California. Executives from the 
two airlines, Sierra Pacific Resources and the Department of Aviation were among those who sent letters supporting the 
proposed pipeline expansion to the Bureau of Land Management, which is jointly overseeing an environmental review 
process in association with the County of San Bernardino, Calif. 
 
“It’s important that government and the private sector continue to work in tandem to address this important issue, which 
affects both residents and our valued visitors alike,” said Randall H. Walker, director of the Clark County Department of 
Aviation. “The Calnev Pipeline expansion is another important step toward addressing our community’s long-term fuel 
needs.” 
 
In fall 2005, the Board of County Commissioners created an advisory panel known as the Blue Ribbon Commission to 
Improve the Reliability of Southern Nevada’s Fuel Supply. It included representatives from local, state and federal 
government agencies; private businesses; as well as environmental concerns. Walker served as chairman, and he and 
his fellow members met regularly for more than a year to thoroughly consider the challenges and opportunities associated 
with ensuring that this community continues to enjoy a stable fuel supply.  
 
The Blue Ribbon Commission’s actions prompted multiple businesses to unveil proposals intended to supplement existing 
fuel sources. In November 2006, one key recommendation the Blue Ribbon Commission presented to Clark County’s 
elected leaders called for increased fuel flow through the existing Calnev Pipeline system. This goal is precisely what 
Kinder Morgan and Calnev Pipe Line would achieve through the proposed pipeline expansion. 
 
If built, the expanded pipeline would increase the existing system capacity from a maximum of 156,000 barrels per day to 
more than 200,000 barrels per day. With additional pumping stations, capacity could further climb to as much as 300,000 
daily barrels. Kinder Morgan and Calnev Pipe Line hope to begin construction in late 2009 or early 2010.  
 
The Clark County Department of Aviation owns and operates McCarran International Airport, as well as four smaller 
airports in Southern Nevada including Henderson Executive and North Las Vegas Airport. The Department has been a 
self-sustaining entity since 1966 and its operations are funded through revenue generated at its facilities. 
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